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August 14 was a day thoroughly enjoyed by all who attended either the Drive Through Parade or the Demo 
Derby. Thanks to the generosity of the Parade attendees, the Eastern Ontario Community Resource Center 

received a van full of food items for the local food bank and $500.00 in cash donations. The Demo Derby was a 
sell out and provided thrills for the appreciative crowd. Thanks to everyone who attended and all the organizers.

Photos by Tom Devecseri 
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#navanlife
       Follow us on
 Instagram 
            @navannca

The City has initiated a survey to consider some options 
on how to a better job of dealing with our garbage. 
Elsewhere in this issue is a description of the problem 
and the questions. give it a read and some thought, 
then respond to the City as indicated. The survey is only 
available till September 12th and only takes about 10 
minutes online to complete. Your ideas, thoughts and 
voice matter, please express them.
                                                              Fred Hyde

HAVE YOUR SAY ON 3 DIFFERENT CURBSIDE 
GARBAGE COLLECTION OPTIONS

(From the City of Ottawa)
More than half of what we throw in the garbage could be 
recycled or  composted and the Trail Road landfill is filling 
up fast. We need to do better, and that means rethinking how 
we collect garbage at the curb. As a community, we can divert 
more waste from the landfill, reduce emissions that contribute 
to climate change and turn more waste into new products and 
resources.
The City of Ottawa is engaging on options for the Solid Waste 
Master Plan, and curbside garbage collection is up first. 
Between now and September 12, we want your input on three 
options to divert more garbage:
•	 Partial	pay-as-you	throw:	Households	would	be	allowed	
to place a set number of garbage items out for collection. 
Households with more than this limit would purchase garbage 
tags for each additional item. Recycling, organics, and leaf and 
yard waste would still be picked up without any tags and with 
no limits.
•	 Reduced	item	limits:	Households	would	set	out	a	reduced	
number of garbage items for collection. Anything above the 
limit would not be collected.
•	 Clear	garbage	bags	with	recycling	and	organics	bans:	
Households would set out their garbage in clear bags. 
Recyclables and organic waste would not be permitted in the 
garbage.
visit ottawa.ca/wasteplan to have your say and be part 
of the solution. You can share your thoughts by completing a 
survey or participating in one of our online workshops.
Feedback from this engagement series will be used to help 
select a new curbside garbage collection option for Ottawa. 
It will also feed into the ongoing development of the Solid 
Waste Master Plan – a guide for how garbage, recycling and 
household organics will be managed for the next 30 years.
The next Solid Waste Master Plan engagement series will take 

place in the fall, when you will be asked to share your thoughts 
on a wide range of options, such as more ideas to encourage 
diversion of waste from landfill, ways to reduce and reuse, 
improving	waste	collection	in	multi-residential	buildings	and	
parks, better management of food and organics, and much 
more. Your feedback will help create a waste management 
system we can all feel good about – one that serves your needs 
while working towards a zero waste Ottawa to protect the 
environment for future generations.
Council will consider a recommended option for curbside 
garbage collection in the first quarter of 2022, and the draft 
Solid Waste Master Plan in the second quarter.
For more information on City programs and services, visit 
ottawa.ca	or	call	3-1-1	(TTY:	613-580-2401).	

Lots of ways to contact and  check the NCA out;
NCA	website	-	www.navan.on.ca	
NCA	email	-	nca@navan.on.ca	
NCA	Facebook	Page	-	https://www.facebook.com/
NavanCommunityAssociation/
NCA	Facebook	handle	-	@NavanCommunityAssociation
Navan	Helping	Hands	Network	Facebook	(Private	Group	
-	Search	for	Navan	Helping	Hands	to	request	access)
Navan	Community	Outdoor	Skating	Rink	-	www.
facebook.com/NavanCommunityOutdoorSkatingRink/
NCA	Instagram	link	-	www.instagram.com/navannca	
NCA	Instagram	handle	-	@navannca
Chair: Fred Hyde
Secretary: Christina Macpherson
Treasurer: Dale Borys
Safety: Bob Price
NCA Membership: Ray vetter 
Social Media Manager: Jackie Lane Moore
Navan Nugget: Tom Devecseri

FALLFEST 2021 - CANCELLED
Even though the restrictions on gatherings here 
in	Ontario	have	relaxed	a	bit	,	100	outside	and	25	
inside; hopefully it will get better by October, but 
nevertheless it was felt that it would be very difficult, 
if not impossible to put on a Fallfest day of fun family 
activities as has been done in past. Therefore, it has 
been	decided	to	once	more	(and	hopefully)	for	the	last	
time cancel Fallfest. 
                                                Fred Hyde – Coordinator
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Navan Community Association’s 
BUILDERS WALL

The NCA is pleased to announce the 2021 inductees to 
the NCA Builders Wall. Congratulations to David and 
Rachel grattan, Chris and Hal MacPherson as well as 
the	McFadden	family	(2020).	They	all	will	be	honoured	
in	a	dedication	ceremony	on	September	18,	at	1pm	at	

the Builders Wall. Everyone is welcome to attend. 

PETRIE ISLAND CANOE CLUB – PICC – 
MORE THAN JUST CANOEING

“Petrie Island Canoe Club weathered the Covid 
crisis and is now stronger than ever.  Because most 
of	our	programming	is	outside	(skiing,	running,	and	
paddling),	PICC	experienced	minimal	interruptions	in	
the	2020/2021	Fall,	Winter	&Spring	programs.	Athletes	
13+ stayed in shape over the winter, have been back on 
the water since May, and are chomping at the bit for 
their first regatta!!  This summer, thanks to a generous 
Canada Summer Jobs grant, we’ve hired a record 
20	coaches	(several	from	Navan),	and	we	expect	to	
welcome	an	average	of	85	kids	per	day,	in	addition	to	
our Special Olympics and Adult evening programs. 
Kids	in	our	two-week	intro	summer	camp	can	expect	
to	learn	the	basics	of	canoe-kayak	and	participate	in	a	
mini-regatta,	while	kids	in	the	eight-week	U14	Sprint	
Program have the opportunity to gain a variety of 
complex skills in sprint canoes and kayaks, and race 
with the Petrie team at local and provincial regattas. 
For	Kiddie	Canoers	(4-8yrs),	new	skills	and	boater	
confidence	are	simply	pleasant	side-effects	of	regularly	
playing	in	&	around	boats.	Adults	can	choose	between	
either	a	low-key	recreational	program,	once	a	week,	or	
a competitive program that provides three challenging 
workouts per week and an opportunity to compete at 
regattas!”  
Thanks	to	a	$50,000	grant	from	the	Friends	of	the	
Mer Bleue in 2017, the canoe club was able to provide 
boat storage on Petrie Island. Without which we could 
neither have expanded our numbers  and our range 
of programming. We would like to acknowledge the 
tremendous	difference	their	support	has	made	to	the	
success of the canoe club, and to our ability to serve 
the East End community.”
Sarah Kennedy
Commodore,	Petrie	Island	Canoe	Club/
Club	de	Canoë-Kayak	de	l’Île	Petrie
petriecanoe.ca|petriecanoe@gmail.com

Parisien Precast 
3678	Dunning	rd.

Navan,Ont.
613-824-1401

since	1958
 We welcome our residential

 neighbours to visit our webpage 
for pictures, pricing and hours.

www.parisienprecastconcrete.com

We have a beautiful variety of fountains,
bird baths, religious ornaments, oriental 

figurines and pagodas. We can’t forget our
 planters, benches and patio sets, animals,

 patio slabs, curbs, tree rings and more.

We are experts in exposed aggregate products. 
We make custom molds and produce all our products.

 parisienprecast@gmail.com
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NAVAN FLOWERS
Have you noticed the addition of 
6	raised	flower	boxes	enhancing	
the main street of Navan. These 
were built by the Navan Lions 
Club as one of their fundraisers. 
The	flowers	were	maintained	
through many hours of work by a 
Navan	volunteer	(thanks	AMP).	
The NCA was able to purchase 
them through a grant 

provided by the WCC/ Friends of Mer Bleue Inc. Community Fund. Navan is 
fortunate to have been awarded many grants by the FOMB to support projects over 
the	years.	A	few	of	these	include	the	shade	structure	in	the	park,	the	flags	from	a	
few years ago and a huge contribution to the Builders Wall. The NCA will recognize 
the contribution of FOMB to the Beautification of Navan part 3 with a permanent 
plaque	on	the	raised	flower	boxes	in	the	coming	weeks.

Joke concept provided by Adele Acheson Picknell, Joanne Amey  and Jackie Lane Moore
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NAVAN WOMEN INSPIRED (W.I.)
Our	meeting	September	8th	will	be	online	at	7pm.	We	will	
be busy putting the last touches to our Shakespeare in the 
Park Edition. See you at Bradley’s grassy knoll, in the back 
yard of the store! We also need to look at our participation 
in the October market! Should be a busy meeting. Looking 
forward to seeing our friendly members!!

NAVAN WOMEN’S INSTITUTE 
PRESENTS

A Company of Fools 
Outdoor Professional Theatre

In Navan on September 9, 2021 at 7pm behind Bradley’s
Big news Fools fans: we are back! We are excited to 
present “Love From Afar” a mashup of Shakespeare’s 
greatest hits, playing LIvE AND IN PERSON this 
fall. Throughout September The Fools will have 12 
performances in 7 locations across the region. The show 
is “pay what you can”; however, they do require patrons 
to purchase tickets in advance. go to https://fools.ca/
love-from-afar-2021/  to learn more about the show 
and to reserve a spot through Eventbright for you and 
the family. Audience numbers are strictly limited and 
social-distancing	is	in	effect.	Bring	lawn	chairs	and/or	
blankets. NOTE: Due to provincial regulations, entry 
cannot	be	allowed	on	the	day	without	a	pre-registered	
ticket. If you are unable to use online ticketing, please 
call	613-863-7529	or	send	an	email	to	info@fools.ca.
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President:               David grattan
Secretarial Team   Mark O’Donoughue and John Ladds
Treasurer:               Hal MacPherson

We are very fortunate to live in a community that helps 
one another.  This has never been truer than now during 
Covid times.  We have read about community members 
helping others by doing their shopping for them, keeping 
a watch out for those more vulnerable, and assisting 
others where they can during this pandemic.  It is 
remarkable the many ways that those give back to their 
community.
The Navan Lions Club has faced some new challenges 
this past year with our fundraising. Our usual fundraising 
efforts	through	the	Navan	Fair,	Bradley	Cup,	Golf	
Tournaments, Curling Bonspiels, Community Dinners 
were all put on hold as a result of Covid. However, the 
need in the community is still there. We have been 
fortunate to have a booth at the Navan Originals Market, 
the last Sunday of each month, where we can showcase 
some of the wooden projects made by our fellow Lions 
(garden	boxes,	chairs,	bee	hotels,	totes	for	all	reasons,	
bird	feeders	and	houses,	bat	houses,	to	name	a	few).	
The knitted articles by Chris MacPherson are also a real 
hit as are the “mystery books” available for donation. 
We	also	have	had	Raffle	Baskets	for	sale	($5.00	a	ticket)	
with donated items from community businesses and 
individuals. All of these sales have helped us meet some of 
our donation requirements but we still need more help.
We first would like to send a BIg THANK YOU to all 
of those who have been supportive of supplying gift 
certificates and other items for our raffle baskets. We wish 
to	thank	(in	no	particular	order):
*		Meatings	Barbecue	Restaurant	and	Catering	at	5380	
Canotek Road
*		Broadhead	Brewing	Company	at	1680	Vimont	Court
*  Junior and the Kid BBQ Sauces
*  Bearbrook golf Club
*  Bearbrook game Meats
*  Lavergne Meat and Deli
*  Rob Dawgs Sauces
*  Heathery Fold
*  Lions Don and Susan Macartney, David and Rachel 
grattan, Fred Hyde, Alan White, and Tammy Simpson
Without the generous donations from the above for the 

raffle baskets we would be far behind in our fundraising 
efforts	for	this	year.		
If your business would like to support the Navan Lions 
Club and our community initiatives, please contact:  Lion 
Tammy	at	613-882-0170	or	
tammylsimpson154@gmail.com
                                                              Tammy Simpson
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yoga • tai �i • w�n�s

NAVAN BICYCLE SCAVENGER HUNT
They came in teams of two families. What fun they were 
all having on this very hot and humid day! So many happy 
smiles! I was honoured when they came to my place. If 
they got a picture of themselves with me, the teams got 
more points! Loved seeing old and new faces all afternoon. 
What a surprise! Luckily some of their stops were places 
with pools where they HAD to cannonball into the pools. 
Wouldn’t	that	jump	in	the	water	refresh	them!	Hats	off	to	
the	organisers/participants	of	this	community	event.

A NOTE FROM THE MCFADDENS
The family of Basil McFadden would like to take this 
opportunity to thank everyone for their kind condolences 
during this difficult time. It was comforting to be joined by 
so many of his family and friends at the graveside Service. 
The stories and memories shared at the farm following the 
service were enjoyed by all. A special thank you to the 
St Mary’s Anglican Church women and to Doreen Bakker 
for providing the delicious lunch. The grounds of the 
cemetery looked immaculate, thank you to Sam Dagg!
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COMMUNITY SAFETY ZONE
Welcome to the 

Community Safety Zone for September ! 
After great uncertainty, some students are heading 
back to school. This means that there will be more 
traffic, including school buses, on our streets and 
students both walking and biking to school.  It will be a 
busy time and the following are some safety tips.  
For Drivers: 
-	Observe	school	zone	speeds.	Children	will	be	excited	
and may be distracted and step out into the street. 
Slowing down in school zones and being vigilant is a 
must.
-	Watch	for	and	obey	crossing	guards.	The	direction	
given by crossing guards trump the road signs and 
traffic light displays. They are there to keep children 
safe.
-	Watch	for	and	obey	the	pedestrian	crosswalk	signals.		
You must stop before the crosswalk and not proceed 
until the pedestrians have cleared from the roadway. 
-		Obey	the	school	bus	signals.	Every	driver	must	
remember that when approaching a stopped school 
bus	(on	a	non-divided	road)	that	has	its	overhead	red	
signal-lights	flashing	and	side	stop	sign	out,	must	stop	
before reaching the bus and must not proceed until the 
overhead	red	signal-lights	have	stopped	flashing.
Getting to and on the school bus:
-	Arrive	at	the	bus	stop	at	least	five	minutes	before	the	
scheduled pick up time. Children should never run 
after the school bus to try to catch it. If you miss the 
bus, go back home or if you are at school, report to a 
teacher.
-	Stay	on	the	sidewalk,	well	away	from	the	roadway	
and stay back until the bus has come to a full stop and 
the door opens.
-	If	your	child	needs	to	cross	the	street,	teach	them	to	
look to the left, then to the right, and to the left once 
more before crossing the street.
-	Use	the	handrail	when	boarding	or	exiting	the	bus.
Riding on the school bus:
-	Take	a	seat	as	quickly	as	possible,	put	belongings	
under the seat and stay seated.
	-	Never	stick	anything	out	of	the	window,	including	
arms or heads.
-	Save	food	for	snack	time	at	school	or	until	you	get	
home.. 
-	Wait	until	the	school	bus	comes	to	a	complete	stop	
before	getting	off.
After riding on the school bus:
-	When	getting	off	the	bus:	take	two	large	steps	away	
from bus. If you must walk in front of the bus, walk 
ahead	at	least	three	metres	(10	giant	steps).
-	The	driver	must	be	able	to	see	you	and	will	give	a	
signal when it is safe to cross. Cross in a single file.
-	If	a	child	drops	something	near	or	under	the	school	
bus, they should never attempt to retrieve it without 
the driver’s permission.

Cycling to school
-	Wear	a	properly-fitted	helmet,	and	have	clothes	that	
are	suited	for	cycling	(e.g.	their	pants	tucked	in).
-	Know	and	obey	all	traffic	rules,	signs	and	signals.	
They must signal turns and stops. Ride in a straight 
line in the same direction as traffic and stop at every 
stop sign.
-	Be	predictable	to	other	road	users	by	riding	with	the	
traffic usually on the right hand side of the roadway.
-	Buy	a	sturdy	lock	and	keep	the	bike	locked	up	while	
in class.
Walking to School
-	Find	a	safe	and	direct	route	to	school	with	the	help	
of	their	parents.	Hazards	should	be	identified	(train	
tracks,	busy	intersections,	etc.)	and	a	designated	route	
with safety rules should be established.
-	Stay	on	sidewalks	whenever	possible.	If	there	is	no	
sidewalk, use the left side of the road facing traffic.
-	Cross	streets	only	at	crosswalks	and	learn	to	look	to	
the left, the right and then left again before proceeding, 
even at intersections with pedestrian walk signs.
-	Wait	until	traffic	comes	to	a	stop	before	crossing.	
Make sure drivers see you before you cross.
-	Obey	the	directions	of	the	school	crossing	guard
Parents should have a conversation with their child 
to stress the importance of not accepting rides from 
strangers and the benefit of walking with a friend.  

We appreciate hearing your comments, receiving 
your concerns and taking suggestions for future 
Community Safety Zone topics. Please feel free to 
email	us	at	safety@navan.on.ca
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The lazy, hazy days of summer are slipping away 
and	we	aren’t	any	closer	to	resuming	our	Nifty	50	
Plus Senior’s Club activities. Due to current COvID 
restrictions, including those associated with the city’s 
rental guidelines, we don’t have any projected date for 
when	we	may	resume	Nifty	50	gatherings.	This	hasn’t	
stopped us from keeping in touch with community 
organizations that provide services to those in need. 
Thanks to our member’s unanimous approval, our club 
has	once	again	supported	the	Orleans-Cumberland	
Community	Resource	Centre	/	Food	Bank	with	a	
donation of $1000.00. Fall harvest is in full swing and 
we encourage everyone, who can do so, to support our 
local farmers and businesses. Enjoy the taste of locally 
grown fruits, vegetables, honey, wine, preserves, eggs 
and meat products. 
Take care,

Juanita	and	Ray								Chair	and	Co-Chair
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COMMUNITY SEPTIC TANK PUMPING
Starting September 7 to October 8, 2021

     800 GALS (3600 L)  $300 +HST
     1000 GALS (4500 L) $335 +HST
     1200 GALS (5500 L) $380 +HST

ECO SYSTEMS ADD $35
CALL DON LAWLOR 613-835-2436

don.lawlor@sympatico.ca

STUDENTS LOOKING FOR 
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

The	congregation	of	Navan-Vars	United	
Church is looking for help from 

technologically	savvy	young	person(s)	
to assist with the set up and running of
	our	newly	acquired	Audio-Visual

 system at our Sunday morning services 
(approx	0930	to	1100	am).

 We are also in need of input and 
guidance on our website design.

We are hopeful that this help will be
 considered as required “ community 
involvement” hours for graduation.  

If this is something that may be of interest to 
you please send your contact info to 
navanvarsunitedchurch@gmail.com
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HIDDEN GEM
Tips  from Hana Bland, owner of 

Unwind Holistic Health, 1200 Colonial Road, Navan

YOU ARE NOT YOUR DIAGNOSIS:
Why it’s important to ask the right questions 

of your health care practitioner.
WORDS MATTER!
I’ve often heard clients make catastrophic statements 
like, “I’ll have this issue for the rest of my life.” or “I 
was told this will heal but will probably come back.”
It pains me to hear clients relay injury stories and it’s 
clear they’re stuck in a narrative of hopelessness and 
permanence. Often, this has come from a practitioner 
who has not chosen their words carefully or from the 
patient interpreting medical terminology as something 
worse than it is.
Imagine, you have low back pain. The doctor requests 
several tests and tells you the pain is coming from a 
compressed disc, and the likelihood is this won’t get 
better. What you hear is that YOU won’t get better. 
There’s something wrong with you. You won’t heal. 
You are broken. Sure enough, the pain gets worse and 
before you know it you can’t move without pain… This 
how we identify with a diagnosis.
Let me state this here and now: THERE IS ALWAYS 
HOPE FOR HEALINg!
In fact, as in the case above, disc degeneration has 
been found to be a NORMAL part of aging. In a study 
of over 3000 MRI results of individuals who had no 
symptoms	of	pain,	over	30%	of	20	year-olds	and	over	
90%	of	80	year-olds	had	some	sort	of	disc	bulge.	These	
findings show that disc degeneration is not a good 
predictor of pain.
The body is DESIgNED to adapt; it is designed to 
be resilient. We have mechanisms for health that are 
FAR superior to anything that we can design. The 
human brain for example, processes 11 million bits of 
information from the body PER SECOND to correct 
for movement, balance, and impact! Why are we so 
confident as to state an absolute like, “this is forever”?
To anyone with a diagnosis: please question whether 
this is really “forever” or “just for now”. Ask what 
your medical findings ACTUALLY MEAN for your 
symptoms. Can you still move without pain with the 
correct movement strategies? Always be confident that 
you are more than just a diagnosis.
If you are not sure how to help your body recover, seek 

the advice of a practitioner skilled in recovery and in 
recreating healthy movement.
YOU ARE NOT BROKEN until next time… 
~breathe ~ move ~ unwind ~                    Hana
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WELCOME BACK - 
HERITAGE PS FAMILIES (2021 - 2022)

We are excited to welcome back our families and 
students to Heritage PS.! Our first day of school this 
year for students is September 9th. Over the past year, 
we thank our School Council, parents, guardians, the 
Navan	community,	staff,	and	most	importantly	students	
for their continued support and resilience during this 
unprecedented time. As we begin a new year of learning, 
we are looking forward to sharing the many happenings 
that will be an important part of our school community. 
Keep your eyes peeled for news throughout the school 
year.

SCHOOL INITIATIVES
This year, we are happy to announce that we have several 
key learning areas. Our initiatives to support student 
well-being	and	the	many	environmental	and	nature-
based learning opportunities benefit all students. For 
example, our Farm 2 School initiative will continue to 
help find ways to involve our students to foster a love for 
gardening and 
the environment. 
On that note, we 
also welcome 
the addition of 
a Nature Nook 
(bench	and	trees)	
which will be 
a new outdoor 
learning space for all students in our large school yard. 

EXPANSION: CHILDREN’S VILLAGE 
AT NAVAN DAYCARE

Many	thanks	to	our	care	staff	for	their	support	as	we	
are currently undergoing some exciting changes to our 
school building. Our daycare space is getting a renovation 
that undoubtedly will provide a lovely new space for 
our daycare students to play and learn. If you have any 
children who are interested in the daycare programme, 
please connect with our community partner: Children’s 
village at Navan. We will be sharing our learning spaces 
until the construction is completed.

WELCOME BACK INFORMATION 
As we look to welcome back our students, our school 
will be providing more information directly to families 
regarding important safety protocols as well as any other 
school opening information to support a successful start. 
If	there	have	been	any	changes	(i.e.,	contact	information)	
please contact the school.  We encourage all prospective 
parents and students to register via the OCDSB website 
or connect with our office beginning the week of August 
30th for registration information. Please note that our 
registration	processes	are	on-going	throughout	the	
year. Be sure to check out our website for any additional 
information and please don’t hesitate to call the office 
(613)	835-1700	if	you	have	questions.
We look forward to seeing our families and students at 
Heritage PS!

HERITAGE
PUBLIC

SCHOOL
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#HockeyisBack. Finally! After an unprecedented wait, 
soon we will see “meaningful” Junior A games being 
played once again in Navan. The CCHL and the grads 
have been cleared to recommence operations after the 
lengthy pause caused by Covid; and team brass are 
more than thrilled at the thought of getting back to 
hockey.	Both	the	Junior	A	and	the	U18	squads	last	year	
were extremely talented and league scuttlebutt was 
that without Covid, the grads had put together two 
teams that could have competed for championships 
at both levels. This of course was made possible by 
the stellar recruiting, coaching and developing by the 
grads’ Marty Abrams and Ryan Woodward who along 
with Head Scout Bill Kerr, left no stone unturned in 
assembling	championship-caliber	teams.	U18	Coach	
Sean Blunden was at the ready to guide his team to 
the top rung – but all for naught as Covid had other 
plans.	Case	in	point	of	how	good	the	U18	squad	
was – and how good the scouting team is; the grads 
had FOUR players drafted in the first three rounds of 
this summer’s OHL draft – which was the third most 
from ANY midget aged team in the  entire province. 
Unprecedented! And just shows what having an eye 
for talent, and the ability to develop it, can produce. 
The	Navan	Grads	are	back	to	a	pre-covid	state,	with	
training camp, College Showcase and exhibition games 
all scheduled for September. Fans are welcomed to 
watch both practices and games as we approach the 
season	start	date	of	September	24th.	Locally	fans	can	
watch the grads play exhibition games on:
•	 Friday, September 10th at 7:30PM vs. Ottawa at 
Navan	Memorial	Centre	(Jr.	A)
•	 Friday, September 17th at 7:30PM vs. Nepean at 
Navan	Memorial	Centre	(U18)
Check out the grads very informative website at 
www.navangrads.com for full schedule details 
as well as how to buy tickets. The grads Canteen will 
also be reopening soon so that patrons can once again 
enjoy the best poutine, chicken fingers and snacks in 
the	village!	All	Grads	players	and	staff	will	be	double-
vaxxed as part of a league wide policy – while physical 
distancing and mask rules will apply for patrons. given 
the capacity limits at Navan Memorial, there will be 

no problem to safely welcoming fans for our home 
games	under	the	current	restrictions.	As	for	the	on-
ice product, the grads have a solid core of returning 
players – and in fact early reports suggest that the team 
is destined to be one of the top teams in the entire 
CCHL this season. Having said that, when asked, team 
officials respond with the hockey standard of “we are 
just	looking	to	make	the	playoffs”;	which,	is	often	code	
for “we’re good…but don’t want to tip our hand”. 

Player info
Key players are returning to the Grads include: 
•	 Gabriel	Crete	(F)	–	2003	from	Orleans,	ON.	is	
returning for his 3rd Season; committed to Colgate 
University
•	 Devyn	Orpana	(F)	–	2001,	returning	for	his	3rd	
Season 
•	 Danyk	Drouin	(F)	–	2001,	returning	for	2nd	season
•	 Alexandre	Hogue	(D)	–	2001	from	Embrun,	ON.	is	
returning for 2nd season
New recruits include:
•	 Owen	Parsons	(F)	–	Ayr	Centennials	(5th	Rd.	in	
2019	by	Soo	Greyhounds)
•	 Cayden	Faust	(F)	–	LaSalle	Vipers	(11th	Rd.	in	2019	
by	Kingston	Frontenacs)
•	 Justin	Louette	(D)	–	Westminster	Prep	(7th	Rd.	in	
2019	by	Rouyn-Noranda)
Grads had 6 players drafted to the Ontario Hockey 
League:
•	 Chris	Barlas	(F)	-	1st	Round,	12th	Overall	by	the	
Ottawa	67’s
•	 Matthew	Buckley	(F)	-	2nd	Round,	38th	Overall	by	
the Oshawa generals
•	 Alexis	Daviault	(D)	-	3rd	Round,	52nd	Overall	by	
the Sarnia Sting
•	 Mathieu	Paris	(F)	-	3rd	Round,	56th	Overall	by	the	
London Knights
•	 Xavier	Guillemette	(F)	-	8th	Round,	153rd	Overall	
by	the	Ottawa	67’s
•	 Mathis	Mainville	(G)	-	14th	Round,	268th	Overall	
by	the	Ottawa	67’s

It’s	been	a	long	18	months	fellow	Navanites.	Time	
to	get	off	the	couch	to	see	some	exciting,	live	action.	
What better way than to come out and support our 
very own Junior A team in the village. Home games are 
Friday nights and Sunday afternoons. See you at the 
rink!

GRADZONE
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GREEN IN NAVAN
Tips for going green by Jackie Lane Moore, 

nature-loving Navan resident and zero-waste 
blogger at thelovenlife.com

Recyclub – A local initiative to 
divert items from landfill

Across the city, more and more programs are popping up to 
deal with plastic waste – especially items that aren’t accepted 
in	our	city	blue	bins.	Thanks	to	joint-sponsorship	by	The	
Physio Space and the Navan Community Association, we still 
have Terracycle collection bins set up here in Navan to collect 
disposable masks and cosmetic packaging.
Another great resource I’ve come across recently is Recyclub 
– run by Nancy Manning, a generous volunteer located just 
outside of Navan, in vars. Through the Recyclub, Nancy collects 
various items and gives them a new life. Here is a list of what 
Nancy is currently collecting:
•	 Mascara	wands	(clean,	wands	only)	–	sent	to	Stunted	
Tamarack Wildlife Rescue
•	 Buttons	(all	sizes,	shapes,	singles,	doubles)	–	used	to	make	
headband mask holders
•	 Plastic	tags	from	bread/milk/produce	bags	(tags	only,	not	
bags)	–	donated	to	Danielle	Cares	for	wheelchairs
•	 LOL	Surprise	dolls	&	LEGOS	(in	good	condition)	–	donated	
to children in need, e.g. Boys and girls Club
•	 4L	Milk	bags	(outer	bag	only,	not	clear	bag	holding	milk;	
must	be	clean,	flattened	or	folded)	–	donated	to	make	sleeping	
mats for those in need
•	 Aluminum	pop	tabs	–	exchanged,	funds	used	to	print	
shipping labels for recycled items
•	 Egg	cartons	(card	or	plastic,	all	sizes)	–	donated	to	local	
residents raising chickens
•	 Ink	and	toner	cartridges	–	sent	to	HP	or	Staples	for	proper	
recycling
•	 Grocery	bags/reusable	bags	(clean	only)	–	donated	to	
Orleans-Cumberland	Resource	Centre	for	food	donations	and	
items	for	babies/families
•	 Prescription	pill	bottles	(clean,	labels	removed)	–	repurposed	
for crafts, storage and therapeutic use at rehabilitation centres
Look for Recyclub on Facebook for more information. Any of 
the	above	items	can	be	dropped	off	at	Nancy’s	5809	Buckland	
Road, in the plastic bin at the side door. 
Other local recycling initiatives you should be aware of:
•	 Beauty	product	containers	and	cosmetics	packaging	can	be	
dropped	off	at	the	Terracycle	bin	outside	of	1200	Colonial	to	be	
properly recycled.
•	 Medical	face	masks	and	other	medical	equipment	can	be	
dropped	off	at	the	Terracycle	bin	outside	of	1200	Colonial	to	be	
properly recycled.
•	 Markers/pens	and	school	supplies	can	be	dropped	off	at	
Staples to be properly recycled. 

•	 Old	footwear	can	be	dropped	off	at	DSW	(Designer	Shoe	
Warehouse)	at	595	Industrial	Avenue	to	be	donated	or	recycled.
•	 Contact	lenses,	blister	packs	&	eyewear	can	be	dropped	off	at	
a	number	of	optometry	centers	(call	to	check	which	items	they	
accept)
•	 Batteries	/	e-waste	can	be	dropped	off	at	RONA	or	other	
e-waste	programs
•	 Alcohol	bottles/cans	are	currently	being	collected	at	1264	
Barnwell Cres to support the Navan Lion’s Club
A huge thank you goes out to Nancy for her wonderful 
Recyclub	initative	&	thank	you	to	everyone	who	is	collecting	
items and keeping them out of landfill. If you have other 
recycling initiatives to share or would like to coordinate a 
drop	off	to	the	Recyclub,	feel	free	to	send	me	a	message	by	
email	naturallyjackielane@gmail.com	or	on	Instagram	@
naturallyjackielane 

NAVAN NOTABLES
SARAH TRIPP

Sarah lives on the busiest corner in Navan. The first home 
you encounter as you turn from Trim onto Colonial is 
Sarah’s place. As she is an avid gardener, she finds gardening 
therapeutic. There is a strong  sense of accomplishment and 
enjoyment	when	the	plants	start	to	bloom!	Her	flowers	are	
grown along the fence that 
surrounds her home. I 
love her joyful, colourful 
snap dragons in front. 
Then along the edge of the 
property she has planted 
hostas and other favourites, 
such as lupins, bearded 
purple irises, nasturtiums, 
and hollyhocks. It’s a treat 
to walk by her place. And 
it’s such a lively display of 
colour when you drive onto 
Navan’s main road. Sarah 
has lived in Navan for over 
7 years. She finds it a safe, 
friendly	community.	Her	life	in	Navan	is	a	busy	affair.	Sarah	
has worked for Bradley Bus Lines, coached the Little League 
3 pitch games, and worked at Metro. As we reminisced, she 
told me that her Dad got married at St. Mary’s when she was 
10	years	old!		Lovely	memory!		At	24,	through	Parent	Finder,		
she reunited with her birth parents. She discovered she was 
Métis and a member of a big family. This knowledge made 
her feel complete. Wonderful for you Sarah!
Sheila	Minogue-Calver			
www.navanwi.com

Articles	or	announcements	must	be	submitted	to	navannugget@navan.on.ca	by	the	20th	of	the	month	to	be	included	in	next	month’s	issue.
What a wonderful place in which we have chosen to live.
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TERN by TERN by TURNSTONE  by Tom Devecseri

More frequently we are seeing Terns around Ottawa. The Common Tern, as in it’s name is quite commonly spotted in 
our neck of the woods. The Caspian Tern is a less abundant. In mid August I had this pair pose for me on the Ottawa 
River near Rockland. I thought it would make a great comparison photo of the 2 species. The Common is on the left, 

Caspian on the right in the photo. Note the size difference, about 12 
in vs 21 in. The bill difference is most distinctive in size and shape, 
with the Caspian’s heavier look. The Common above, is an adult in 
breeding phase showing the orange legs and bill (Apr - Nov) the non-
breeding have black legs and bill (Oct - Mar). The Caspian will have 
black legs and dark red bill in the breeding and non-breeding phases. 
Their diets are mainly composed of fish and insects. On the same 
trip 2 Ruddy Turnstones popped up on a weathered tree stump in the 
water. A stocky shorebird measuring 9.5 inches. This one  showsed 
it’s striking full breeding plumage. They use their short, chisel-like 
bill for flipping over rocks, shells and debris to find invertebrates to 
eat. They are infrequent but not rare to see in Ottawa.
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